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Time Course of Item and Associative Information:
Implications for Global Memory Models

Scott D. Gronlund and Roger RatclifY
Northwestern University

The time course of availability of associative and item information was examined by using a
response signal procedure. Associative information discriminates between a studied pair of words
and a pair with words from two different studied pairs. Item information is sufficient to
discriminate between a studied pair and a pair not studied. In two experiments, discriminations
that require associative information are delayed relative to those based on item information. Two
additional experiments discount alternative explanations in terms of the time to encode the test
items or task strategies. Examination of the global memory models of Gillund and Shiffrin
(1984), Hintzman (1988), and Murdock (1982) shows that the models treat item and associative
information inseparably. Modifications to these models which can produce separate contributions
for item and associative information do not predict any difference in their availability. Two
possible mechanisms for the delayed availability of associative information are considered: the
involvement of recall in recognition and the time required to form a compound cue.

Many mechanisms have been proposed to underlie the
cognitive processes of recall and recognition. One mechanism
of current interest is a global matching mechanism for rec-
ognition proposed by Gillund and Shiffrin (1984), Hintzman
(1984, 1986, 1988), and Murdock (1982, 1987). These rec-
ognition models have focused on asymptotic measures of
performance such as untimed and unpaced recall and recog-
nition. In contrast, the experiments in this article examine
the time course of recognition of pairs of words and single
words to determine if item information and associative infor-
mation become available at different times in processing. Item
information is knowledge of whether words were studied
previously (did something occur or not?); associative infor-
mation is knowledge of whether two words were studied as a
pair together (are two things related?). There is considerable
evidence for an empirical separation of these two types of
information in memory (e.g., Humphreys, 1976; Humphreys
& Bain, 1983; Murdock, 1974) but no evidence of their
differential time course. Time course results will provide
insights into, and important constraints on, the global mem-
ory models.

The empirical procedure used to examine the time course
of processing is the response signal procedure (Dosher, 1976;
Reed, 1973, 1976). In this procedure, a subject must make a
recognition decision at one of several experimenter-deter-
mined times (or lags) after the onset of the test stimulus. The
signal appears when the lag time has elapsed, and the subject
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must respond within 200-300 ms of this signal. With this
procedure it is possible to map out the growth of accuracy as
a function of processing time. Accuracy usually accumulates
in a positive monotonic manner, and the form of the function
can be described by the following three characteristics: (a) the
point at which the response signal function first rises above
chance (the time intercept), (b) the maximum achievable
accuracy (the asymptote), and (c) the rate at which informa-
tion accumulates from chance to asymptotic levels (the rate).

The experiments presented in this article used a study-test
recognition memory procedure to examine the time course
of information accumulation in recognition memory. Sub-
jects studied a list of pairs of words and in the subsequent test
phase were asked to make decisions about whether the test
words were studied previously. The subject's decision rule was
manipulated to alter the relevance of the association between
the words. In the separate decision rule, subjects responded
positively if both items of a test pair had been studied,
irrespective of whether the test pair exactly matched a study
pair or was made up of words from two different study pairs.
If one or both of the words in the test pair had not been
studied previously, subjects were to make a negative response.
Because the association between the words in the test pair was
irrelevant, item information alone was sufficient to discrimi-
nate positive from negative test pairs (though the association
could have an effect).

For the together decision rule, subjects were to respond
positively only if the words in the test pair had been studied
together. Thus, intact pairs that exactly matched a study pair
were to be discriminated from rearrangedpairs made of words
from two different study pairs, and associative information
provided the basis for this judgment. Associative judgments
have been used as diagnostic measures for evaluating global
models by Clark and Shiffrin (1987), Humphreys (1976), and
Humphreys, Pike, Bain, and Tehan (1989).

There are at least three ways that item and associative
information can accumulate in memory. First, item and
associative information may arise from a common mecha-
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nism and therefore have a similar time course. Information
would accumulate in a positive monotonic manner with a
common rate of accumulation and a common intercept for
all discriminations. It will be shown that this is what exten-
sions of the global memory models assume.

Second, lif functionally distinct mechanisms give rise to
item and associative information, one mechanism could be
delayed relative to the other, or the two mechanisms could
have the same onset but operate at different rates. If the two
mechanisms have different onsets and associative information
begins to accumulate after item information, two possible
response signal functions can result, depending on the partic-
ular discrimination that is being made. The information
accumulation could be a nonmonotonic function of process-
ing time for those discriminations for which the initially
available item information conflicts with delayed associative
information (one type of information gives positive evidence,
the other negative). Otherwise, for those discriminations that
require only associative information, the intercept of this
response signal function will be delayed relative to the inter-
cept for discriminations that can be based on item informa-
tion alone. Support for this position comes from various
experiments (Dosher, 1984b; Ratcliff & McKoon, 1982, 1989)
and is summarized below.

The third way item and associative information can accu-
mulate is that they could become available at the same point
in processing but accumulate at different rates; information
will be a positive monotonic function of processing time, and
the intercept of the response signal functions will not differ,
but the rates will. Using the together decision rule, Dosher
(1988) found evidence of this in an experiment that pitted
associative against item information. We next review the
empirical and theoretical support for the three ways item and
associative information may accumulate.

Global Memory Models

The models of Gillund and Shiffrin (1984), Hintzman
(1984), and Murdock (1982) base a recognition decision on
the interaction of a test probe with all items in memory. The
result of this interaction is a measure of global matching or
strength: The more similar the test probe to one or many
traces in memory, the greater the match strength. Item and
associative information are treated inseparably in the memory
representations of these models.

The SAM model of recognition of Gillund and Shiffrin
(1984) provides one illustration of this class of global models.
In this model, memory is represented as a matrix of strengths
of connections between possible retrieval cues and stored
items or "images." To make a recognition decision, global
match strength or familiarity is given by the product of the
strengths of connection of the context cue and the retrieval
probe to an image, summed over all the images in memory.
This familiarity value is compared to an internal response
criterion. If the value is greater than the criterion, a positive
response is made; otherwise, a negative response is made.
When a pair of words is tested, familiarity is calculated by
taking the product of the strengths of connection of each
member of the pair to a given image and the strength of
connection of the context cue to that same image, and sum-

ming these products over all the images. There is no reason
to expect differential availability of item versus associative
information because their joint contributions are an insepa-
rable part of the product of the strengths of connection to an
image.

Gillund and Shiffrin (1984) briefly discussed an extension
of their memory model into the time course (response time)
domain. They suggested that the familiarity value might be
used to drive a random walk decision process. But because
the random walk was based on the asymptotic familiarity
value, only the probability of termination at a boundary or
rate of approach to a boundary could vary as a function of
test type. No additional information would become available
to change the direction of the walk in progress (i.e., no
nonmonotonic accumulations of information). In its current
configuration, the SAM model could not produce differential
availability of item and associative information.

MINERVA 2 (Hintzman, 1984) differs from the Gillund and
Shifrrin (1984) model in its representations of items. Each
item is represented by a vector of features (each feature taking
the value +1, 0, or -1). A recognition decision is based on
the following; Each feature of a retrieval probe (also a vector)
is multiplied with the corresponding feature of each trace in
memory. These products are summed over all the features
and normalized by the number of features that are nonzero
in both the probe and memory trace. The normalized sum is
then cubed, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of a target
trace relative to a nontarget trace. This results in an activation
value for each trace in response to the retrieval probe. Rec-
ognition is based on the sum of these activation values over
all traces in memory (echo intensity), the equivalent of famil-
iarity in SAM. For a recognition decision, the echo intensity is
compared to an internal response criterion.

To deal with a pair rather than a single item, Hintzman
(1986) assumed that each half of a vector represents one of
the members of the pair. Echo intensity is computed the same
way as for single items. No mechanism currently exists in
MINERVA 2 that could predict differential availability of dif-
ferent types of information because, as in the SAM model, the
contributions of item and associative information are insep-
arable parts of the activation of each trace in response to the
probe. Hintzman (1988) described a random walk decision
model to link with the MINERVA 2 memory model. He as-
sumed that information is not retrieved instantaneously but
accumulates over time, with different features becoming avail-
able at different times. But because the model does not treat
item and associative information separately, it does not pre-
dict item features to be available prior to or at a different rate
from associative features.

TODAM (Murdock, 1982) also assumes a vector representa-
tion for memory traces although, in contrast to MINERVA 2,
TODAM assumes a single, common (distributed) representation
to which each trace is added during storage. Each element in
the memory vector is the sum of the appropriate elements
from each of the individual vectors. A recognition decision is
based on the dot product of the retrieval probe (a vector) with
the memory vector. The more similar is the retrieval probe to
one or more traces making up the memory vector, the greater
is the dot product. The resulting dot product (equivalent to
familiarity in the SAM model and echo intensity in MINERVA
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2) is fed into a two-criteria decision system (Hockley &
Murdock, 1987; see Gronlund & Ratcliff, in press).

To store a pair of items, the vectors that represent each of
the individual items are added to the memory vector, plus
the vector that represents the convolution of the two items.
To recogntee a pair of words, the test items are convolved,
and the convolution is compared (the dot product is taken)
with the memory vector (Murdock, 1982). The resulting value
of the dot product is fed into the decision system. In TODAM,
just as in the Gillund and Shiffrin and Hintzman models,
when a pair is tested, item and associative information are
inseparable. This is so because the dot product is based only
on the match of the convolution to the memory vector, not
the individual item vectors. This would not be true if the
individual item vectors were also matched against memory in
a separate comparison, though the SAM and MINERVA 2 models
could be similarly modified to allow item and associative
information to produce separate contributions. We will return
to the models' treatments of item and associative information
below.

The Hockley and Murdock (1987) decision model (when
linked to TODAM) would suffer from the same problem as the
SAM model with regard to time-course data; asymptotic ac-
curacy drives the decision process. Over time, retrieval noise
varies randomly, but the result of the memory comparison
process (the dot product) stays constant. No new information
becomes available that could change the result of the memory
comparison process to produce differential availability of item
and associative information.

Nonmonotonic Accumulation of Information

The combination of item and associative information
would accumulate in a nonmonotonic manner if the two
kinds of information conflict and become available at differ-
ent points in time. Three examples of nonmonotonic infor-
mation accumulation are now reviewed. Ratcliff and Mc-
Koon (1982) had subjects answer questions such as "Is a bird
a robin?"" using response signal testing procedure. They found
that early in processing (when subjects were forced to respond
at short lags), there was an increasing tendency to respond
"yes" in error. They suggested that the initial information was
information about overall similarity and the tendency was to
respond "yes" because bird and robin are related concepts.
Later in processing, subjects tended to respond negatively
correctly, and Ratcliff and McKoon argued that new infor-
mation became available that countered the early positive
information by allowing assessment of the nature of the
relation between the concepts.

In a second example, Ratcliff and McKoon (1989) had
subjects study sentences of the form "John hit Bill." Subjects
were asked to respond positively to a test sentence with the
same meaning as one that was studied. Ratcliff and McKoon
(1989) found that prior to 700 ms of processing time, subjects
were unable to discriminate "John hit Bill** from "Bill hit
John" when "John hit Bill" had been studied. After 700 ms
of processing, subjects began to correctly reject "Bill hit John"
as mismatching in meaning. (Study sentences were both active
and passive, so position of a word in the sentence was not a

cue for the response.) Sentences made up of words never
studied were discriminated from studied sentences much ear-
lier in processing.

In a third experiment demonstrating nonmonotonic re-
sponse signal functions, Dosher (1984b) had subjects study
pairs of words, some of which were preexperi mentally related.
Subjects were to respond positively only to test pairs that had
been studied together (irrespective of whether they were preex-
perimentally related). Early in processing, subjects responded
positively to preexperi mentally related pairs even if they had
not been studied together. Dosher (1984b) argued that subjects
initially responded positively to these pairs on the basis of
initial recognition of association independent of source. After
about 700 ms, subjects began to correctly reject these pairs.

Differential Rate of Accumulation

A third way that item and associative information can
accumulate is that the two sources of information can be
available at the same time but accumulate at different rates.
Dosher (1988) used the together rule in an experiment with
word pair stimuli and found that discriminations that require
associative information had a much slower rate of accumu-
lation of evidence than did discriminations that did not
require associative information. However, Dosher (1988) used
lags at 100, 300, 600 ms, and so forth and may have missed
any delayed availability of associative information. At the
600-ms lag, the discrimination based on associative informa-
tion may have less evidence than discriminations based on
item information, not because the rate of accumulation is
slower but because associative information just began to
accumulate. Once associative information begins to accu-
mulate, it could do so at the same rate as item information
or at a faster or slower rate. Experiments similar to Dosher's
(1988) are conducted with additional short lags to answer this
question.

In this article, the focus will be on the implications of time-
course data for global memory models (Gillund & Shiffrin,
1984; Hintzman, 1984; Murdock, 1982). These models have
successfully dealt with asymptotic recognition accuracy per-
formance but have not concerned themselves with the time
course of recognition. Although probably consistent with the
results of Dosher (1984b), and Ratcliff and McKoon (1982,
1989) at asymptote, the models do not predict nonmonotonic
accumulations of information before reaching asymptote as
the result of differential availability of two types of informa-
tion. However, it is important to note that none of the global
memory models concern themselves with the time course of
processing in any great detail. The experiments in this article
are not meant to test some "prediction" of these models.
Rather, the hope is to demonstrate that current instantiations
of a global matching mechanism have limitations as a general
purpose mechanism for recognition because they deal only
with asymptotic performance and because they generally treat
item and associative information inseparably. Thus, data
presented will serve as a basis for revising or extending the
models.

In the experiments presented below, if the availability of
associative information is delayed relative to item informa-
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tion, the initially available item information will not discrim-
inate between a test pair that exactly matches a study pair
(intact) and a test pair that consists of words from two different
study pairs (rearranged). This is so because the component
words in the two test pairs had been studied. However, the
associative information available later will allow discrimina-
tion of these test pairs. Nonmonotonic accumulations of
information would occur in the together rule for a rearranged
test pair. Over the early part of processing, item information
produces incorrect positive information for the rearranged
test. When associative information becomes available, it ov-
errides the incorrect positive item information, and the prob-
ability of making a positive response decreases. Likewise,
response signal functions for discriminations that can be based
on item information will have an earlier time intercept than
those that require associative information.

Experiments 1 and 2

In the first two experiments, different decision rules were
used to manipulate the relevance of the association between
a pair of words. The two decision rules can be illustrated as
follows: In Experiment 1, subjects were instructed to respond
according to a "separate" decision rule. They were to respond
positively if each word in the test pair was previously studied.
When only a single word was tested, subjects responded
positively if that word had been studied. The following nota-
tion will be used: Denote a studied pair of words as AB and
a studied single word as C. At test, denote an intact pair as
AB (exactly matches a study pair), a studied single word as C,
and a rearranged pair as AB' (A and B' were each studied
but not in the same pair). The test of an unstudied word will
be denoted X; AX represents the test of a studied word with
an unstudied word; and XY represents the test of two un-
studied words. A positive response was made to AB, AB',
andC.

In Experiment 2 subjects used a together decision rule. The
two words of the test pair must have been studied together
for a positive response to be made. Because the components
were each studied, discrimination could not be based on item
information. Discriminating AB from AB' required assess-
ment of the association between the words. (It could be that
item A is encoded differently in the context of B' than in the
context of its pairmate B (Tulving & Thomson, 1973). How-
ever, such an explanation predicts a difference in the response
signal function at asymptote, but not any intercept difference.)

General Method

The method for Experiments 1 and 2 will be described jointly,
with any differences specified below.

Subjects. Four student volunteers participated in both experiments.
They received $5 per 1-hr session. Two subjects participated in
Experiment 2 before Experiment 1; they completed six sessions of
Experiment 1, and the other 2 subjects completed eight sessions. All
subjects completed eight sessions of Experiment 2.

Procedure. The experiments were performed by using a microcom-
puter that controlled stimulus presentation, timing, and response
collection. In Experiment 1 (the separate decision rule), there were
28 blocks of trials per session. Each block consisted of a study phase
with the presentation of 10 pairs and four singles. In the test phase

there were 28 tests per block: 6 were of type XY, 2 were AX, and 2
were BX (combined for purposes of analysis), 6 were X (respond
negatively to all these tests), 4 were AB, 4 were AB', and 4 were C
(respond positively to all these tests). Two rearranged test pairs were
constructed by swapping B elements between two study pairs; the two
respective rearranged test pairs were at least five trials apart in the
test phase. (One subject reported noticing that sometimes the rear-
ranged tests were constructed like this, though not until after his 13th
session overall.) Words were not repeated in the test phase nor at any
time during a session.

Each block of trials proceeded as follows: First, "Press space bar to
begin study phase" appeared on the CRT screen. The initiation of
any particular block of trials was therefore self-paced. The pairs and
singles were randomly mixed in the study phase and presented
sequentially. Each pair was on the screen for 4 s and each single for
2 s. After completion of the study phase, "Place fingers on / and Z
keys and press space bar to begin test phase" appeared (/ for positive,
Z for negative). Initiation of this phase was also controlled by the
subject. A pair or single test item was presented, followed at some
variable lag with a row of 10 asterisks directly under the test item.
Subjects were instructed to respond within 300 ms of the presentation
of this signal. The screen went blank as soon as the subject responded,
and his or her response time was presented for 500 ms (no accuracy
feedback was given). This was followed by 250 ms of blank screen
before the next test commenced. Every seven blocks of trials, the
following summary information was provided: average response time
at the shortest lag and accuracy at the longest lag.

The assignment of response signal lag to condition was random,
with the constraint that each of the 28 tests that made up a block
were tested at each of the seven lags every seven blocks of trials. The
seven response signal lags were 100, 200, 300, 450, 600, 1,200, and
2,500 ms. There were 1,288 words required by the experiment, with
1,150 of these coming from the Toronto word pool (Murdock &
Walker, 1969) and 138 others generated randomly. All words were
two syllables and from four to eight letters long. For each session for
each subject, a different random assignment of words was made to
the various conditions of the experiment.

In Experiment 2 (the together decision rule), the composition of
the study and test lists changed slightly. Two pairs and two singles
were added to the study list (giving 12 pairs and 6 singles total). The
28 tests per block were composed as follows: 4 were of type XY, 4
were AB', 4 were X (respond negatively to all these), 2 were A, 2
were B (single word from a pair), 6 were AB, and 6 were C (respond
positively to all of these). The required 1,176 words were randomly
selected from the pool of 1,288 words used in Experiment 1. This
selection was different for each subject for each session. Other aspects
of the procedure were the same as for Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

Each subject's first day was treated as practice and excluded
from the data analyses. All analyses were based on only those
responses that occurred no later than 350 ms after the re-
sponse signal. Any responses beyond this time window were
considered to reflect additional processing of the stimulus
prior to a decision. (At the shortest lag, this cutoff excluded
from 0% to 15% of the responses, though usually below 10%.)
In what follows, the response signal function {d' accuracy as
a function of lag) and the probability of making a positive
response as a function of lag provide the primary data for
each experiment. Fits of theoretical functions to the response
signal data are performed to provide estimates of the intercept,
rate, and asymptote of the empirical functions. The intercepts
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are approximately equal for the discriminations of Experi-
ment 1 because only the item information from each com-
ponent of the pair is necessary to make these discriminations.
In Experiment 1, the discrimination of AB from AB' requires
associative information. The intercept for this function is
about 220 ms later than any of the others.

Figure 1 shows the response signal functions for Experiment
1 for the following comparisons: AB versus XY, AB versus
AB', C versus X, AB' versus XY, and AX versus XY. These
data were averaged over all 4 subjects (because there were no
noteworthy differences among subjects) for all six or eight
sessions. Note that the d' tendency to respond positively is
plotted as a function of lag plus response time, the total
processing time. The vertical bars indicate 97.5% confidence
intervals. These are calculated from a d' value obtained from
the hit rate minus one standard deviation and the false alarm
rate plus one standard deviation, and the hit rate plus one
standard deviation and the false alarm rate minus one stand-
ard deviation. Standard deviation was calculated from

- p)/N), where p is the hit rate and N is the total
number of responses.

Figure 2 shows the probability of making a positive response
as a function of total processing time for each condition in
Experiment 1 (a replotting of the data from Figure 1). The
vertical bars indicate one standard error of the mean. Because
only item information is necessary for these discriminations,
there is no evidence of nonmonotonicities in these functions.
Note the criterion shift for single versus pair tests at the
shortest lag, which indicates that subjects were more likely to
respond positively to a single item than a pair.
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Figure 1. Response signal functions for Experiment 1 averaged over
all 4 subjects and all sessions. (The d' tendency to respond positively
is given as a function of the total processing time [lag + latency].
Function 0 is AB vs. XY; Function 1 is AB vs. AB'; Function 2 is C
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text.)
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Figure 2. The probability of a positive response for each condition
of Experiment 1 (averaged over all 4 subjects and all sessions) as a
function of the total processing time (lag + latency). (Function 0 is
XY; Function 1 is AX; Function 2 is AB; Function 3 is AB'; Function
4 is C; Function 5 is X. Vertical bars indicate one standard error of
the mean.)

At the very shortest lag, discriminate lity was at chance for
all comparisons. In Figure 1, all except Function 1 (AB vs.
AB') begin to rise above chance at about the same point in
time. This indicates that the information necessary to make
these discriminations begins to accumulate at the same point
in processing. The association between the words does have a
small effect on the comparison of AB versus AB'. They
diverge at about 600 ms in Figure 2, with the advantage to
the AB test. This is shown in Figure 1 by the delayed intercept
of the AB/AB' response signal function. Associative infor-
mation is available after the item information that is respon-
sible for the other discriminations. This is consistent with
suggestions by Humphreys (1978). The delayed availability of
associative information is demonstrated more clearly in Ex-
periment 2, where a different response is required of AB and
AB'.

There are two simple expressions commonly used to de-
scribe the growth of accuracy in the response signal procedure.
The first is an exponential growth to a limit (Corbett, 1975;
Dosher, 1976):

a cr ' V1)

where d' at time tis a function of d'M the asymptotic level of
accuracy, v the rate of approach to that asymptote, and tCI the
time intercept (the point at which accuracy first rises above
chance). The second expression is derived from the diffusion
model of Ratcliff( 1978):

d'(t) = J er ( 2 )

where v represents the rate of approach to asymptote and is
the ratio of the variance in the drift rate of the diffusion
process to the variance in the retrieval probe-memory relat-
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Table 1
Parameters of Exponential and Diffusion Equations Fitted to Response Signal Functions for Experiments 1-4

Discrimination

Experiment 1
AB vs. XY
AB vs. AB'
Cvs. X
AB' vs. XY
AX vs. XY

Experiment 2a

AB vs. XY
AB vs. AB'
Cvs. X
A,B vs. X

Experiment 3
AB vs. AB'

Experiment 4
AB vs. XY
AB vs. AB'

380.8
554.4
378.1
361.5
351.4

332.3
569.5
340.1
330.8

570.9

241.9
544.5

Exponential (Equation 1)

1/v

268.5
31.5

156.6
286.2
145.8

288.9
178.9
160.8
198.8

383.2

331.5
166.4

d\

2.35
0.36
1.69
2.05
0.74

2.25
1.24
1.72
1.65

1.96

2.91
1.50

407.5
560.0
406.0
400.3
393.9

411.8
625.3
402.0
400.0

635.8

308.4
614.3

Diffusion (Equation 2}

V

593.4
40.8

196.0
611.2
131.8

406.3
199.1
149.6
204.0

823.4

591.2
175.9

d\

2.75
0.28
1.82
2.42
0.77

2.52
1.33
1.83
1.77

2.36

3.35
1.62

"Equations 2 and 3 (Ratcliff, 1980) were fitted to AB' versus XY in Experiment 2 because of the nonmonotonicity. The accumulation of
evidence changes when associative information becomes available: tei = 349.4; v = 507.6; d\, = 1.63; t{ = 660.7; d'a2 = .98.

edness distribution. Both functions are used to summarize
response signal functions in these types of experiments (e.g.,
Corbet! & Wickelgren, 1978; Dosher, 1976, 1984a, 1984b;
Ratcliff, 1981; Reed, 1973, 1976; Wickelgren & Corbett
1977).

The parameter values for the fits of Equation 1 and Equa-
tion 2 to the functions in Figure 1 are given in Table 1. For
Equation 1, 1/v is tabled so as to facilitate comparison with v
of Equation 2. For both equations, then, small values indicate
more rapid approach to asymptote.

These equations were fitted to each response signal function
individually, letting all three parameters vary. The intercepts
for all functions except AB versus AB' are approximately
equal. At this point in processing, item information becomes
available, and these discriminations can begin to be made.
The AB versus AB' intercept is estimated to be later (about
560 ms). This is the point at which associative information
begins to become available.

The rate of accumulation of information for single items
(C vs. X) is more rapid than pair information (AB vs. XY).
Dosher (1988) found a similar result for the together decision
rule. Note that this difference is not due to having to read one
versus two words. A difference of that sort would show up in
the intercept. However, the rates for the AX versus XY
discrimination are comparable to the C versus X discrimina-
tion, so it cannot be that pair information always accumulates
more slowly than single information. Dosher (1988) did not
include any tests like AX. The rise to asymptote for AB versus
AB' is very rapid but is unreliable because of the very low
asymptote. More will be said about the rates after Experiment
2.

Probabilistic model. The data from Experiment 1 suggest
that two types of information with different time courses are
available in memory. Decisions over the early part of proc-
essing are based on the contributions of the individual com-
ponents (i.e., item information); beyond this point, additional
information becomes available (associative information), and

decisions need no longer be based solely on the match of the
individual components. Ratcliff and McKoon (1988) devel-
oped a simple multiplicative probability model that instan-
tiated this explanation. The model assumes that decisions
over the early part of processing are based on the matching
strengths of the individual components of the test stimulus.
The model provided a good approximation to the "John hit
Bill" data up to about 600-700 ms into processing; beyond
this point, relational (associative) information became avail-
able, and the model did not apply. The same model was
applied to Experiment 1. In this case, the model should hold
over the entire time course of processing because item infor-
mation is sufficient for these discriminations (the effect of the
association was found to be very small because it was not
relevant).

The model assumes that if a positive response is made to
test pair AB' (a hit), it means that both A and B' produced a
positive decision. (AB' is used rather than AB because AB'
does not possess the associative information AB does.) If a
positive response is incorrectly made to XY (a false alarm), it
means that a positive decision was made to both X and Y.
The model assumes that only the separate strength of each
component of a pair is used to make a decision; therefore, the
false alarm rate for AX should be predictable from a combi-
nation of the hit rate of AB' and the false alarm rate of XY
in the following way: Let p+ x p+ be the hit rate for AB' and
let p— x p— be the false alarm rate for XY, where p+ is the
probability of a correct positive decision to one component
of an AB' pair and p— is the probability of an incorrect
positive decision to one component of an XY pair. Because
AX is one half of an AB' pair and one half of an XY pair,
the false alarm rate for AX should be equal to p+ x p—. Table
2 gives the observed and predicted false alarm rate for AX.
This multiplicative probability model provides a reasonable
approximation to these data and supports the argument that
only item information is used for the separate decision rule
over the entire time course.
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Table 2
Multiplicative Probability Model Predictions (Pred.) for AX
From AB' and XY Data for the Separate Decision Rule

Condition

AB' data
XY data
AX data
AX pred.

100

.468

.487

.485*

.477

Response signal lag (in ms)

200

.628

.471

.591

.544

300

.675

.398

.537

.518

450

.732

.233

.515

.413

600

.792

.192

.460

.390

1,200

.795

.131

.385

.323

2,500

.772

.094

.239

.269
a Standard error approximately .02.

The predictions in Table 2 generally underestimate the
data. This is due in part to the fact that the model assumes
no variability in the matching strengths of the components of
a test pair. If the more reasonable assumption is made that
the strengths of the components of the pair vary across items
and trials, the probabilistic model will more closely approxi-
mate the data. This can be illustrated with an example. For
the 1,200-ms lag, if no variability is assumed in the matching
strengths, the predicted value of AX is assumed to be one half
of the probability of making a positive response to AB'
multiplied by one half of the probability of making a positive
response to XY (p+ = V/795 = .89 and p- = Vj3l = .36;
predicted p+ x p— = .323; observed equals .385). However,
if the strengths of the components of a test pair are assumed
to differ, the predicted value of AX will be greater. For
example, suppose that the probabilities of making a positive
response for the components of XY were .65 and .20 rather
than .36 and .36. Then the predicted value of AX would
equal (.89 x .65 + .89 x .2)/2 = .38, which is much closer to
the observed value. Thus, the deviations of the model should
not be taken as evidence to reject it; rather, if anything, the
undercstimations lend support to the model because the as-
sumption of variability serves to bring theory and data into
closer accord.

Experiment 2

The together rule in Experiment 2 requires that associative
information be used to make the discrimination between AB
and AB'. Figure 3 shows the response signal functions for
Experiment 2 averaged over subjects and sessions. The dr

tendency to make a positive response is plotted as a function
of total processing time, with 97.5% confidence intervals
indicated by the vertical bars. Most interesting is AB versus
AB'. Unlike the functions for the other Experiment 2 discrim-
inations (as well as for the discriminations in Experiment 1
except AB vs. AB'), discriminating an intact studied pair (two
words that had been studied together) from a rearranged pair
(the components were studied but not together) remains at
chance until about 570 ms into processing- This same pattern
was evident in the data of each individual subject.

Associative information had an effect in both experiments,
but it was a very small in Experiment 1 (where it was not
necessary to make discriminations). Compare the AB versus
AB' functions in Figures 1 and 3; the asymptote was about
0.3 in Experiment 1 and about 1.25 in Experiment 2. Part of

100Q 1500 2000 2500

lag + latency Cms)
3000

Figure 3. Response signal functions for Experiment 2 (all sessions
averaged over all subjects). (The d' tendency to respond positively is
given as a function of the total processing time [lag + latency].
Function 0 is AB vs. XY; Function 1 is AB vs. AB'; Function 2 is C
vs. X; Function 3 is AB' vs. XY; Function 4 is A, B vs. X. Vertical
bars are 97.5% confidence intervals.)

the difference between experiments is due to the increased
attention focused on associative information by the together
rule. However, encoding differences could also play a role
because it is not necessary to limit rehearsal to only the current
study pair for the separate decision rule; this is required by
the together rule. In an experiment by Humphreys (1976)
(with unpaced testing), subjects were not told which decision
rule to use until after study. Humphreys (1976) still found a
greater difference between intact and rearranged tests in the
together decision rule, thereby ruling out encoding differences
as an explanation of this difference.

Figure 4 gives the probability of responding positively for
each condition as a function of total processing time. One
standard error of the mean is given by the vertical bars. As in
Experiment 1, at the shortest lag, subjects were more likely to
respond positively to a single item than a pair of items, even
if the single item was from a studied pair. The AB and AB'
functions rise together (equally likely to be responded to
positively based on item information) until about 600 ms, at
which time associative information becomes available, and
these two functions begin to diverge. The accumulation of
information for the rearranged test is a nonmonotonic func-
tion of processing time.

The function representing two negative test pairs (AB' vs.
XY) scaled against one another is nonmonotonic. Equation
2 can be modified to account for nonmonotonic accuracy
functions (as could Equation 1) by assuming that the drift
rate of the diffusion process changes at some point in proc-
essing (when new information becomes available). Equation
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Figure 4. The probability of a positive response for each condition
of Experiment 2 (averaged over all 4 subjects and all sessions) as a
function of the total processing time (lag + latency). (Function 0 is
XY; Function 1 is A, B; Function 2 is AB; Function 3 is AB';
Function 4 is C; Function 5 is X. Vertical bars indicate one standard
error of the mean.)

2 holds for t < /,, and Equation 3 holds for t > f, (see Ratcliff,
1980).

/>/(! + v/(f ~ ^ r» ,

(3)

where t\ is the point in processing at which the rate of
accumulation of evidence changes, d'iU is the asymptote for /
< ?,, and d'a2 is the asymptote for t > tt. Early in processing,
the AB versus XY and the AB' versus XY functions rise
together. This is so because there is an increasing tendency to
respond positively to AB as well as to AB' based on item
information. When associative information becomes available
(estimated by Equation 3 to be 660 ms) these two functions
(AB vs. XY and AB' vs. XY) begin to diverge because the
tendency to make a positive response to AB' decreases.

Rate of Accumulation of Information

Table 1 gives the parameter estimates for the fit of Equa-
tions 1, 2, and 3 to the response signal functions in Figure 3.
The intercept for the AB versus AB' function which requires
associative information is about 220 ms greater than the
intercepts of the other functions which require only item
information. As in Experiment 1, the rates for the C versus
X discrimination are twice as rapid as the AB versus XY
discrimination. The rate for A or B versus X was similar to
that for C versus X. The rate difference between pairs and
singles is therefore not due to differential encoding for single
items (see Dosher, 1988, for a similar result). In Experiment
1, AX versus XY had a rapid rate; in Experiment 2 so did
AB versus AB'. The rate difference among tests does not seem
to be a function of single versus pair tests either.

Trade-Ojf of Rate and Intercept

Ratcliff and Iverson (1985) showed that the rate and inter-
cept can trade off in Equations 1 and 2. A later intercept can
be compensated for by a faster rate; an earlier intercept can
be compensated for by a slower rate. For the AB/AB' discrim-
ination, an approximately equal fit (in terms of sum of
squared deviations) was found for a function with an earlier
intercept (90 ms earlier) and twice as slow a rate as given in
Table 1. Which one better approximates the data? The fact
that associative information is delayed relative to item infor-
mation is not affected by the choice, though the exact estimate
of when associative information becomes available is. What
is affected by the choice of fits is conclusions about the rate.
Does associative information accumulate as rapidly as single
item information (as if it was a single piece of information),
or does it accumulate more slowly as Dosher (1988) suggested?

Figure 5 compares the AB versus AB' data with the two
fits of Equation 1. The fits are equivalent over the first two
lags and the last two lags. The difference between the fits
arises because the early intercept fit treats Lag 3 as above
chance (associative information has begun to accumulate),
whereas the late intercept fit treats Lag 3 as representing
chance responding. The early intercept fit is much closer to
the Lag 3 point than is the late intercept fit. However, the late
intercept fit is closer to the Lag 4 and 5 data, which the early
intercept fit overestimate and underestimate, respectively.
The key is the Lag 3 point; if it is spurious and really should
be at chance, the late intercept fit with the rapid rate is to be
preferred. We think it is spurious for two reasons: (a) If we
allow some variability in the onset of availability of associative
information, the observed rise from chance would not be
expected to be abrupt but gradual (as the data show). Associ-
ative information is usually not available until after 570 ms,
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Figure 5. Response signal function for AB versus AB' discrimina-
tion in Experiment 2. (Also given are fits of Equation 1 with early
intercept and late intercept.)
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but on occasion (e.g., if the two test words are both one
syllable, high frequency, and four letters long) associative
information is available somewhat sooner, (b) The sharp
break in the function from Lag 3 to Lag 4 supports the idea
that additional information (associative) is available at Lag 4
that was not available at Lag 3. For these reasons and in the
absence of further information, we think that the late intercept
fit with the rapid rate better represents the data.

Lag-Latency Data

A standard result in response signal experiments is that the
latency to respond is a decreasing function of lag. Reed (1976)
suggested that the latency can be used as a measure of the
subject's relative readiness or preparedness to respond, with
differences between conditions reflecting differing processing
demands. A two-way analysis of variance (Condition x Lag)
was performed on the lag-latency data of Experiment 1. There
was a main effect of condition, F(5, 15) = 3.90, p < .05; a
main effect of lag, F(6, 18) = 3.97, p < .05; and a significant
interaction of these two factors, i^30, 90) = 1.83, p < .05. A
two-way analysis of variance (Condition x Lag) was also
performed on the lag-latency data of Experiment 2. There
was a main effect of condition, F(5, 15) - 3.60, p < .05; a
main effect of lag, F(6y 18) = 19.95, p < .05; and a significant
interaction of these two factors, F(30, 90) = 1.63, p < .05.

The lag-latency data can be best summarized by looking at
the average over subjects, sessions, and conditions. In both
experiments, the lag-latency function generally decreased
over the first four lags, indicating an increasing preparedness
to respond through this point in processing. The latency to
respond increased somewhat for the 600- and 1,200-ms lag,
reflecting a decreased readiness to respond. This may be a
function of sometimes having to withhold a prepared response
while waiting for the response signal (see Ratcliff, 1988; Reed,
1976).

In both experiments, when Condition C is a test item, the
latencies are less than in the other conditions, though accord-
ing to a Tukey test the difference is significant only for 200-,
300-, 450-, and 600-ms lags. It is interesting that the same is
not true when X is a test item nor when A or B from the pair
is tested in Experiment 2. Perhaps the subject gets some
additional "single" information for C that supplements the
item information. An interesting difference between experi-
ments was found for the AB' test; its latency did not differ
significantly from any of the other tests for the separate rule,
but it is generally slower than any of the other tests for the
together rule. This difference was significant for the 300- and
450-ms lags. This could be so because associative information
is first available over this range (Lag 300 plus 230-ms response
time corresponds to the estimated intercept), and it conflicts
with the item information.

These two experiments provide evidence for separate
sources of item and associative information in recognition.
This is supported by similar intercepts in the fits to those
Figure 1 discriminations that are based on item information
(all except AB vs. AB'). It is also supported by the success of
the probability model that predicts AX performance from the
separate item contributions of AB' and XY. When the asso-

ciation is relevant to the decision (AB vs. AB', Experiment 2,
especially), the intercept is estimated to be about 220 ms later
than those discriminations that can be based on item infor-
mation. The delayed availability of associative information is
most clearly demonstrated in Figure 4, where subjects respond
equivalently to AB and AB' for the first 600 ms of processing
and then begin to correctly reject AB'.

The next two experiments test two explanations of these
data that assume that some other factor besides the differential
time course of information is responsible. These are a strategic
explanation in Experiment 3 and an explanation involving
the time required to encode the two test items in Experiment
4.

Experiment 3

Experiment 3 sought to determine if the delayed availability
of associative information is due to a strategy the subject
might adopt due to task demands, rather than being a fun-
damental property of memory. Do subjects employ a strategy
whereby they first check to determine whether the words were
studied or not (item information), and if they were, do they
then attempt to determine if they were studied together (as-
sociative information)? To test the possibility of a strategic
explanation, only AB versus AB' discriminations were re-
quired in Experiment 3, making item information irrelevant.
If the delay is purely strategic, it should be eliminated when
subjects can focus directly on associative information.

As a secondary manipulation, Experiment 3 included a
manipulation of word frequency to evaluate a potential mech-
anism responsible for the discrimination delay: that the de-
layed availability of associative information is a function of
the time required for a recall process to assess the association
between the words. Much research has demonstrated that
low-frequency words are recognized better than high-fre-
quency words but that high-frequency words are recalled as
well as or better than low-frequency words (see Gillund &
Shiffrin, 1984, for a review). If recall was responsible for the
delayed discrimination, asymptotic performance for the high-
frequency pairs should be superior to that of the low-fre-
quency pairs. On the other hand, if the secondary mechanism
is a recognition (strength) mechanism, asymptotic perform-
ance for the low-frequency pairs should be superior to that of
the high-frequency pairs.

Method

Subjects. Four volunteers were paid $5 per 1-hr session for their
participation. One subject participated in eight sessions, another in
seven, the other two participated in six and five.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiments 1
and 2. Eleven high-frequency and 11 low-frequency word pairs were
presented for study in a random order. There were 21 blocks of
study-test trials in a session. In each block of the test phase there
were five high-frequency intact (AB) tests and six high-frequency
rearranged (AB') tests. There were also five low-frequency intact and
six low-frequency rearranged tests. The tests were presented in ran-
dom order. The same lags were used as previously, with the assign-
ment of response signal lag to experimental condition being random
and with the constraint that each of the 22 tests was tested at each of
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the seven lags every seven blocks of trials. The 462 high-frequency
and 462 low-frequency words required for a session were selected at
random from pools of 720 high- and 720 low-frequency words taken
from Kucera and Francis (1967). All words were from four to eight
letters in length. The pairings of the words were different for each
subject for each session, as was the particular subset of words selected.
The high-frequency words all had a count of 75 per million or higher;
the low-frequency words all had a count of 15 per million or lower.
The average frequency count of each set was estimated by calculating
the average for a randomly selected subset of 100 words. The esti-
mated average frequency for the high-frequency set was 164.0, and
for the low-frequency set it was 4.1.

Results and Discussion

Figure 6 shows the response signal function for the intact
versus rearranged discrimination averaged over all 4 subjects
for all sessions and collapsed over frequency (which did not
differ in this experiment, see below). Accuracy in terms of d'
is plotted as a function of total processing time (lag plus
response time), with 97.5% confidence intervals indicated by
the vertical bars. Table 1 has the exponential (Equation 1)
and diffusion (Equation 2) fits to this function. As in Experi-
ment 2, subjects were unable to determine whether a pair had
been studied together or came from different studied pairs
until about 600 ms into processing. The intercept parameter
values are similar to those for the intact-rearranged discrim-
ination in Experiments 1 and 2. Apparently, the delayed
availability of associative information is not due to a choice
on the part of the subject to do the "simpler" item discrimi-
nation (XY vs. AB) before the "more difficult" associative
discriminations (AB vs. AB')- The discrimination delay is
found even when item discriminations are irrelevant.
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Figure 6. Response signal functions for Experiments 3 and 4. (The
d' tendency to respond positively is given as a function of the total
processing time [lag + latency]. For Experiment 3, only intact vs.
rearranged discriminations were required [Function 0]. For Experi-
ment 4, Function 1 is AB vs. XY and Function 2 is AB vs. AB'.)

The rate parameter is slower here than in Experiment 2.
However, this is due primarily to 1 slow subject. (Reed, 1976,
also had a subject that was much slower than the other
subjects.) Removal of this subject halved the rate, making it
more in line with the AB versus AB' discrimination in Ex-
periment 2. The latency of response decreased for the first
three lags, rose slightly for the 450- and 600-ms lags (decreased
preparedness), and then decreased for the two longest lags.

The manipulation of word frequency resulted in little dif-
ference in performance. On average, over the first six lags the
high- and low-frequency performance differed by no more
than .085 in d' units. Two subjects showed an advantage for
high-frequency tests; 2 showed an advantage for low-fre-
quency tests. In a similar experiment with the same materials
and the addition of high- and low-frequency XY tests, 3
different subjects showed a low-frequency advantage. More
research is necessary to determine exactly what effect the
repetition of the words across sessions has on the word fre-
quency effect and if the addition of XY tests is a crucial
variable. (In Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984, the frequency effect
found with pairs had only AB versus XY discriminations.)
Nevertheless, the data do rule out a strategic explanation of
the delayed availability of associative information. The like-
lihood of recall operating in recognition will be taken up again
in the General Discussion. First, an explanation involving the
time to encode the test items will be tested in Experiment 4.

Experiment 4

To discriminate between AB and XY requires that only the
first word of the pair be processed. However, to discriminate
AB from AB' in the together decision rule requires that both
words be used. Therefore, the delay in discriminating AB
from AB' may be due to the time to encode the second word.
In Experiment 4, a 200-ms pause was introduced between the
presentation of the first and second word of the test pair to
encourage subjects to encode both words before making a
decision and to give them the time to do that (normal reading
time per word is approximately 200-250 ms). The response
lag is measured from the onset of the second word. If the time
required to encode the second word is responsible for the
delayed AB versus AB' discrimination, the sequential pres-
entation should eliminate the delay. If reading time is not
responsible, the intercept for the AB/AB' discrimination
should be comparable to that observed in the other experi-
ments.

Method

Subjects. Two volunteers were paid $5 per 1-hr session for their
participation. Each subject participated in five sessions.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as in the previous exper-
iments. The only change was the addition of a 200-ms pause between
presentation of the first word of the test pair and the second (the first
word remained on the screen during and after the 200-ms pause).

Fourteen pairs of words were presented for study at a 4-s rate. In
the test phase there were six AB tests, eight AB' tests, and six XY
tests per block. These tests were in a random order. The eight response
lags were 50, 100, 200, 300, 450, 600, 1,200, and 2,500 ms, with lag
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time measured from the onset of the second word. The assignment
of response signal lag to experimental condition was random, with
the constraint that each of the 20 tests was tested at each of the eight
lags once every eight blocks of trials. There were 24 blocks of trials
per session. The 960 words required for each session of the experiment
were selected at random from the same pool of words used in
Experiment 1. The pairings of the words were different for each
subject for each session, as was the particular subset of words selected
for a given session.

Results and Discussion

Figure 6 shows the response signal functions for the AB
versus XY and AB versus AB' discriminations averaged over
the 2 subjects and the five sessions. Accuracy in terms of d'
is given as a function of total processing time, with 97.5%
confidence intervals indicated by the vertical bars. Perform-
ance at even the shortest lags is above chance for the AB
versus XY discriminations. This shows that inserting the 200-
ms pause between the first and second word had an effect on
performance; subjects did use the 200-ms pause to encode the
first word. If the first word was unstudied, subjects could
begin to initiate a negative response before the second word
was even presented. Table 1 shows the fits of Equations 1 and
2 to the response signal functions. Because the first word is
predictive for XY, it is not surprising that the intercept for
the AB/XY discrimination is 100 ms earlier than for the other
experiments. In contrast, the delay had little effect on the
intercept for AB versus AB' which is about the same as in the
previous experiments. (An experiment that directly compares
simultaneous to 200-ms pause tests would provide more
definitive evidence.) The discrimination delay is not elimi-
nated by giving subjects time to encode the words of the test
pair. As for the lag-latency data, the function decreases in a
more consistent fashion than in previous experiments. Sub-
jects were increasingly prepared to respond, given additional
processing time.

The results of Experiment 4 show that the delay in discrim-
inating intact from rearranged tests is little affected by provid-
ing additional time to encode the words. Experiment 3 ruled
out an interpretation of the delay based on the proposal that
the subject chooses to use item information before associative
information. Although the possibility exists that one or both
of these factors may play some role in the discrimination
delay, it appears to be very small. Therefore, the primary
reason for the delayed availability of associative information
is due to a fundamental property of the memory system. Two
proposals are offered for what this delay may be due to and
how the global models could be modified to incorporate these
proposals. The proposals are (a) the time to construct a
compound cue and (b) the operation of recall in recognition.
We shall discuss these proposals after a brief summary of the
experiments.

General Discussion

A series of experiments examined the time course of item
and associative information in recognition. In Experiment 1,

the association between the test pairs was not relevant, and
information necessary to discriminate positive and negative
pairs began to become available after about 350 ms of proc-
essing time. Item information based on the memory strength
of each component of the test pair was sufficient for these
discriminations. A multiplicative probability model that as-
sumes independent contributions from the components of
the test pair was used to predict AX performance from the
estimated strengths of the components of the AB' and XY
data. The success of this model supported the hypothesis that
individual item information was the basis for these decisions.
The association between the words did have a small effect
favoring the AB tests, though this advantage did not show up
until about 600 ms into processing.

In the together decision rule of Experiment 2, subjects were
instructed to discriminate intact from rearranged test pairs.
This required associative information and took place about
220 ms later than those discriminations in Experiment 2 that
could be based on item information alone. The delayed
availability of associative information is most clearly illus-
trated by the AB and AB' data in Figure 4. Early in processing,
subjects were equally likely to make a positive response to
either test. This is so because the initially available item
information is the same. It was not until associative infor-
mation began to become available at about 570 ms that the
correct negative response began to be made to AB'.

The models of Gillund and Shiffrin (1984), Hintzman
(1984), and Murdock (1982) assume that recognition deci-
sions are based on a global-matching, strength-based process
in which the contributions of item and associative informa-
tion are inseparable. However, the time-course data require
that these sources of information make separate contribu-
tions. We will consider two possible ways the global models
can be modified so that item and associative information do
make separate contributions. One modification is to assume
two types of global-matching information which are based on
cues with differing time courses. We refer to the two types of
cues as concurrent and compound cues. Item information
results from the match of concurrent cues to memory; asso-
ciative information results from the match of a compound
cue to memory. The other modification assumes that a global
matching process gives item information but that recall is
necessary to get associative information.

The difference between concurrent and compound cues
can be illustrated as follows: For a pair test, a compound cue
is a joint match of the two words to memory. A concurrent
cue, on the other hand, means that each item in a pair is
individually matched against memory and that the individual
contributions are combined to arrive at an aggregate on which
to base a decision. The use of concurrent cues would be
sufficient for all discriminations except the discrimination of
intact from rearranged tests in the together rule. For the
together rule, over the early part of processing, AB and AB'
should be responded to equivalently because the contribution
of concurrent cues is identical for intact and rearranged tests.
Not until associative information (the contribution of the
compound) becomes available are subjects able to make this
discrimination. This describes the AB and AB' data in Figure
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4. Can these two types of cues be incorporated into the various
global memory frameworks?

In the SAM model, the familiarity of the test of a pair of
words is calculated by taking the product of the strength of
connection to an image of each component of the pair and
the context cue and summing over all the images in memory.
The model would be consistent with the idea of concurrent
and compound cues (separate contributions of item and as-
sociative information) if, in addition to probing memory as
was just described, memory was also probed with each com-
ponent of the test pair together with context. Item information
would result from an aggregate of the familiarity resulting
from the separate components; associative information would
result from the joint probe.

MINERVA 2 assumes that when a pair is studied, the memory
representation consists of one word of the pair for each half
of a vector. One way in which MINERVA 2 can be modified in
light of these data is by assuming that when a pair is studied,
a vector is stored for each component of the pair, in addition
to a joint vector. Then when a pair is tested, memory is
probed with the two concurrent cues (the individual vectors),
as well as by the compound cue (the joint vector). Item
information results from an aggregate of the match of the
former; associative information results from the match of the
latter. However, Hintzman does not propose such a model;
he proposes matching of the whole compound.

Murdock (1982) assumed that when a pair is tested, match
strength is based on only the dot product of the convolution
with memory. Alternatively, Murdock (personal communi-
cation, July, 1988) suggested that memory could be probed
with each of the separate item vectors, as well as the convo-
lution vector. Then item information results from an aggre-
gate of the dot products of the separate item vectors with
memory, associative information from the dot product of the
convolution with memory. It should be stressed that the
proposed modifications to all these models could cause prob-
lems with formerly adequate fits to data presented in the
original articles. Nevertheless, they do show that item and
associative information can be treated separately by global
models. However, no mechanism exists that could produce a
differential time course for the two types of cues nor any a
priori reason why their time course should differ. By assuming
different cues with different time courses, all we have done is
describe the data rather than integrate temporal processing
characteristics into the fabric of the model.

An alternative mechanism that may be responsible for the
delayed availability of associative information is a relatively
time-consuming recall process that is required to assess the
association between a pair of words. (Humphreys, 1978,
equates recall with associative or relational information in
circumstances such as in these experiments.) This may involve
the subject's using a member of the test pair as a cue in an
attempt to generate its study pairmate for comparison with
the test pairmate. Recall would be required only for the intact/
rearranged discrimination in the together decision rule
(though it could supplement the other decisions); a global
matching mechanism would be sufficient for the other dis-
criminations. Though the global memory model theorists do

not assume that a recall process operates in recognition, other
theorists have assumed that one does (e.g., Atkinson & Juola,
1974; Humphreys, 1978; Mandler, 1980).

Experiment 4 offers evidence contrary to the operation of
recall in recognition. If recall operates in recognition, subjects
should be able to make use of the 200-ms delay after presen-
tation of the first word to initiate a recall process 1o try to
generate the second word or to retrieve its associative infor-
mation. The result of this would be an earlier intercept for
the AB versus AB' discrimination (perhaps 200 ms earlier
than in the other experiments) due to the headstart. This was
not found, even though the early intercept for the AB versus
XY discrimination indicated that subjects were encoding the
first word during the pause. (A better test of whether recall
operates in recognition would be an experiment that directly
compares simultaneous to 200-ms pause tests.) Evidence
against the operation of a recall mechanism in recognition
was offered by Gillund and Shiffrin (1984). However, Hum-
phreys (1978), Humphreys and Bain (1983), and Mandler
(1980) presented evidence that recall does operate in recog-
nition. Undoubtedly, subjects could use recall in a recognition
task if they chose. The question is whether a particular phe-
nomenon is a function of only a global matching process or
if recall is required as part of the explanation. The data of
Experiment 4 offers little support for the operation of recall
in recognition.

Recall could operate in conjunction with a global matching
mechanism if the matching and recall mechanisms require
different cues to gain access to item and associative informa-
tion. Bain and Humphreys (in press) and Humphreys et al.
(1989) made a similar suggestion. Recall may require a com-
pound cue. Because of that, the 200-ms delay in Experiment
4 would not result in a faster intercept for the AB versus AB'
discrimination because recall could not begin to operate until
both words were available to form the compound cue. This
recall explanation differs from the explanation described
above. This recall explanation assumes that although different
cues are required, the cues do not differ in time course. The
delayed availability of associative information is due to the
time for recall to operate (with the compound cue as the
probe). Item information (based on concurrent cues) is avail-
able before associative because recall is not required. The
other explanation assumes that the delayed availability of
associative information is the result of the additional time to
form the compound cue; a global matching mechanism op-
erates for both types of cues once they are formed.

The global models do possess recall-like mechanisms of
various sorts, and these could be incorporated into recognition
if the data warranted. They can also be made to treat item
and associative information separately. However, the larger
problem remains that the global memory models are essen-
tially static. An adequate explanation of these data is likely to
require that retrieval dynamics be made an essential compo-
nent of the models* framework. Our feeling is that time course
data like these cannot be readily incorporated into the existing
theoretical frameworks and are instead providing a set of
phenomena with which the next generation of theories must
deal
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